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Swimming
Taking part in a competition is a
little bit terrifying. You don't know
what place you are going to come.
In about December 2013 the
swimming club I go to held a
free-style race (also known as front
crawl) and also a back stroke race.
As I got ready to dive into the
water, the start bleeper went off.
Splashing, I reached the end of the
pool with two hands. Back stroke
was the same but I started in the
water and sprang by pushing my
feet. The results were that I was
given a second place certificate,
although I didn't get anything for
backstroke. I just had fun!

I had to have a shower afterwards
because there was bleach and
chlorine in the pool. I am proud of
my achievement, very proud
indeed!
Gautami HB5

Cooking Sensation
Have you heard? Tom in year 4
cooks. He was inspired by a cookery
book from the book fair and has
been baking ever since October. Tom
made a six tier cake for his class and
it was totally delicious! He started
with basic cupcakes which worked
well, before working on bigger
things, so if you want a cake ask
Tom!

Emma HB14

Joke page

What did the bird say
when his cage fell
apart?
Cheap, cheap!
Adi HB9

How can you tell the
ocean is friendly?
It waves!

How do you know carrots
are good for your
eyesight?
Have you ever seen a
rabbit with glasses?
Adi HB9

What do you get when you
cross a crocodile with a chicken?
A crocadoodaloo!
Rhys HB5

What did the killer whale
have for tea?

Libby HB11

Battered fish!
Amelia HB16

My Bunny Poppy
My bunny Poppy
she’s oh so floppy,
I love her a lot,
She acts like a pot,
She likes to eat hay,
And she wants to say,

Baby Rabbits
In a pet shop there is a rabbit
that is £50 and I am saving up for
it with my sister. We are trying to
buy two cute baby rabbits and we
are going to care for them very
+much with our extra money.
Thirisha HB15

My Dog Molly

My dog Molly looks at her own
reflection. Then tries to eat it
for some random reason.
Amy HB6

Grace HB15

Do you have an interesting pet
story for us? Why not write in
to LS News to tell us?

1.

Who painted the Mona Lisa?

2.

Who is Peter Pan’s enemy?

3.

Who was the Prime Minister in the 2nd World War?

4.

Spitfires and Hurricanes helped with which battle in 1940?

5. Who is the Deputy Prime Minister?
6. What is the name of Shrek's wife?
7. Who is the current Minister of Education?
8. What is the largest planet in the solar system?
9. Who was the captain of R.M.S Titanic?
10. In which stadium do England football club play their home
games?
11. Is Egypt a hot or cold country?
12. What is the name of the country at the bottom of the world?
Adam HB12,
Alex and Ethan HB1
Could you make up a quiz for the next edition of LS News ? Why
not give it a try? (Editor)

Quiz answers on page 6

Bikeability
Many children thought that bike riding
was basically sitting on the seat and
pedalling to make the bike move, but
after attending the bikeability course
many children have realized that there is
more to bike riding than meets the eye!
On the first day, a group of Year 5
children went to the bottom playground
to meet the instructors-Chris and John.
We learnt how to carry out a simple bike
check by remembering the letters–
A,B,C and D.
A was for air pressure. Check if the
tyres have enough air in them.
B was for brakes. Check they are in good
condition.
C was for chain.. Check the chain isn’t
stuck. Most of the group couldn't guess
what letter D meant…
D was drop the bike gently to check that
nothing is loose.
On day 2, we went to Mead Way to
practise U turns (1 by putting your foot
down and the other without putting your
foot down.) Then we learnt about
position (where to stand in the road
depending upon which direction you are
going to turn.)

On our final day, we revised
everything we had learnt and
used our knowledge to assist us.
We cycled to Great Holm and
learnt how to go around a
roundabout. The majority of
children were hoping they
wouldn't get any cars on their go!
Niharika HB6

1.Leonardo Da Vinci
2.Captain Hook
3.Winston Churchill
4.Battle of Britain
5. Nick Clegg
6.Fiona
7.Michael Gove
8.Jupiter
9.Captain Edward John Smith
10.Wembley Stadium
11.Hot
12.Antarctica

